FREE SUMMER FUN
from the Ucluelet Recreation
Department

RECREATION ON
THE WEST COAST
We've created a weekly
newsletter with fun ways
to keep your children
active, healthy, and
entertained this summer.
HOPSCOTCH

What you'll need:
An outdoor area, chalk. (Or create your court by setting up rocks)
Rules:
Drawn up a hop scotch court from
1 - 9 (1,2,5,8,9 single 3,4,6,7 double)
Throw a stone, stick, or charm
(stone must land inside a box
and not on a line)
Hop on one foot for single squares
and use both feet for the double squares
Be sure to skip the square your marker fell into!
If you fall or jump outside the lines you must skip a turn
For extra fun, label your hop scotch with a category (animals, sounds,
sea creatures etc.) and every time you hop, you must shout a creature
name. If you can't think of something, you miss a turn.
See tutorial here .

You can always, always give something, even if it is
only kindness! - Ann Frank

MENTAL HEALTH ACTIVITIES FOR
SUNNY DAY ACTIVITY KIDS
Hide and Seek - Treasure
Hunt
Hide a treat (optional) and
clues around the house for
your children to find. (colour
code if you have more than
one child)
Clue Examples:
Striped, polka dot, orange
and pink, these go on
your feet and sometimes
stink
Your pearly whites need
me, I keep them strong
and cavity free
Run don't walk, don't
forget to look by a rock

Kindness Jar
Have a see through jar on the counter and
put a memento in it every time your child
does an act of kindness. (dried pasta, jelly
beans, or coins) Option to give a coin from
the jar to someone who has done
something kind.

KIDS ARTS AND CRAFTS
Tie Dye Cotton with Food and Scraps
Tie dye your old white T-shirts with
vegetables from your fridge or leftover
scraps from dinner!
Bring two cups of water for every cup of
vegetables to a boil and allow your
vegetables to simmer for about an hour.
(Adult size shirt will need roughly 10 cups of
vegetables and kids shirts will need
approximately 8 cups) When you're
finished, strain the vegetables and use the
water to dye!
Use rubber bands to fold your shirts up
and soak overnight. Rinse in cold water
and hang to dry - Ta-da! Pro-Tip: Use
vinegar on your shirt after rinsing in cold
water as it will help hold the colour.

FUN FOOD CREATIONS
FOR KIDS
Owl Rice Cakes
What you'll need:
Rice Cakes
Peanut Butter
Banana
Blueberry
Apples

Brown - Use coffee or old tea bags
Blue - Red cabbage and baking soda
Red - Strawberries or beetroot
Green - Spinach, kale or grass
Purple - Blueberries
Yellow - Tablespoon of tumeric or an onion
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